
DM2007 Interactive II Showcasing 
  

Friday 17 April 4:30 - 7:30PM 
  
Please join General channel with DM2007 Showcasing team in MS Teams. 
  
Our guest professors, please join us at the available times as stated in your emails. 
  

Basic Guidelines 
Assembled according o the experiences so far: 
  
- Your presentations should be 10 minutes long, followed by 10-15 minute discussion by 
guests. 
  
- Upload your PowerPoint presentation slides deck online, and share a link in chat 
section of the meeting channel - well before the showcasing session. This is useful in 
case the share screen gets laggy or does not work for some guests with slower 
connection. 
  
- If you are using a WiFi router and have a spare LAN cable, connect your computer 
directly to the router via LAN cable for faster and more stable connection. 
  
- I recommend downloading and installing the MS Teams desktop app which proved to 
be less laggy and more stable so far. 
Alternatively you can use MS Teams via Office 365 suite, in which case run it in Chrome 
web browser. 
In both cases, restart the MS Teams application (or Chrome) before joining the meeting. 
  
- If on Chrome, close all tabs except the one for MS Teams and one additional for 
browsing if you need it. 
If on MS Teams app, close Chrome altogether or keep just one tab open for browsing if 
you need it. 
  



- Turn off/disconnect your VPN software if you are using one. You don't need it for 
showcasing, and it slows down your connection. 
  
- Close other applications and devices connected to the Internet. 
  

Presentation order 
1. Praveen, Ruihong, Eugene 
2. Jessie, Daryl, Yi Dan, Yixue 
3. Natalie, Amanda, Sylvia, Wei Lin 
4. Emma, Meishan, Wan Hui, Yee Teng 
5. Jasmine and Sze Wee 
 
DM2007 Interactive II Showcasing  
Friday, April 17, 2020 @ 4:30 PM  

ok, reply from #TOH YI XUE#. 
 

#TOH YI XUE#  
Sending... 4:31 PM  
Edited  
ok 

Yes , reply from #SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#. 
 

#SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#  
Sending... 4:31 PM  
Edited  

 

Hi guys!, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 4:33 PM  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



Edited  

• 2  
• 1  

Hi guys! 

Penguin , reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 
 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 4:34 PM  
Edited  

• 3  

 

hi!, reply from #TOH YI XUE#. 
 

#TOH YI XUE#  
Sending... 4:34 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

hi! 

I'm here - sorry I'm late!, reply from Benjamin Alexander Slater. 
 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 4:35 PM  
Edited  

• 2  



I'm here - sorry I'm late! 

Welcome Ben!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 4:36 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

Welcome Ben! 

All guests please share your observations, comments, questions in the meeting chat as 
the presentati â€¦, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 4:38 PM  
Edited  
All guests please share your observations, comments, questions in the meeting chat as 
the presentations go on. 

We will have up to 10 minues for discussion after each of five opresentations. , reply 
from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 4:38 PM  
Edited  
We will have up to 10 minues for discussion after each of five opresentations. 

Link http://www.martincreed.com/site/works/work-no-223 , reply from Benjamin 
Alexander Slater. 

 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 4:55 PM  
Edited  
http://www.martincreed.com/site/works/work-no-223 

 
Martin Creed Work No. 223 
The official and the unofficial Martin Creed website. 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

http://www.martincreed.com/site/works/work-no-223


www.martincreed.com 

Tatsuo Miyajima's work appropriates and re-contextualizes time, especially LED 
clocks:   Link htt â€¦, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 

 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 4:57 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

Tatsuo Miyajima's work appropriates and re-contextualizes time, especially LED clocks: 
  
https://tatsuomiyajima.com/category/work-projects/ 

 
Time Blossom 
     
tatsuomiyajima.com 

How about altering the sounds as well - slow down or speedup the ticking sounds., 
reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 

 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 4:57 PM  
Edited  
How about altering the sounds as well - slow down or speedup the ticking sounds. 

https://tatsuomiyajima.com/category/work-projects/


Also a wonderful work by Christian Marclay "The Clock":   Link 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine â€¦, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 

 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 4:58 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

Also a wonderful work by Christian Marclay "The Clock": 
  
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/03/12/the-hours-daniel-zalewski 

 
The Hours 
How Christian Marclay created the ultimate digital mosaic. 
www.newyorker.com 

For Miyajima, see in particular "Mega Death" which was shown at the National Gallery 
last year:   â€¦, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:00 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

For Miyajima, see in particular "Mega Death" which was shown at the National Gallery 
last year: 
  
https://www.facebook.com/nationalgallerysg/photos/mega-death-by-tatsuo-miyajima-
now-on-view-at-minimalism-space-light-object-at-na/2643962338952806/ 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/03/12/the-hours-daniel-zalewski
https://www.facebook.com/nationalgallerysg/photos/mega-death-by-tatsuo-miyajima-now-on-view-at-minimalism-space-light-object-at-na/2643962338952806/
https://www.facebook.com/nationalgallerysg/photos/mega-death-by-tatsuo-miyajima-now-on-view-at-minimalism-space-light-object-at-na/2643962338952806/


 
National Gallery Singapore - Mega Death by Tatsuo Miyajima - Now on view at 
Minimalism: Space. Light. Object. at National Gallery Singapore. For more info: 
http://www.minimalism.sg #MinimalismSG #... 
Mega Death by Tatsuo Miyajima - Now on view at Minimalism: Space. Light. Object. at 
National Gallery Singapore. For more info: http://www.minimalism.sg... 
www.facebook.com 

Sorry Prof Grba, I think Bryan is requesting access to the call, reply from #HOW YEE 
TENG#. 

 

#HOW YEE TENG#  
Sending... 5:02 PM  
Edited  
Sorry Prof Grba, I think Bryan is requesting access to the call 

at mention #PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH# Please provide the link in this channel chat to 
download your prese â€¦, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 

 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:14 PM  
Edited  
#PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH# 
Please provide the link in this channel chat to download your presentation. 

okay, reply from #PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#. 
 

#PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#  
Sending... 5:14 PM  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



Edited  
okay 

Look at the work of artist Orlan who has been obsessed with using her face as a form of 
artistic exp â€¦, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 

 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:14 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

Look at the work of artist Orlan who has been obsessed with using her face as a form of 
artistic expression before there were selfie apps for this: 
  
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2009/jul/01/orlan-performance-artist-
carnal-art 

 
Orlan's art of sex and surgery 
Whether it's undergoing plastic surgery to look like the Mona Lisa or offering her flesh 
to Madonna, French artist Orlan makes sure hers is a sensational body of work 
www.theguardian.com 

::Facelapse:: Link 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12lrFkWdD7vnwrTbQLk4SWOFxrSMOGPLJN9si
Q â€¦, reply from #TOH YI XUE#. 

 

#TOH YI XUE#  
Sending... 5:15 PM  
Edited  

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2009/jul/01/orlan-performance-artist-carnal-art
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2009/jul/01/orlan-performance-artist-carnal-art


::Facelapse:: 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12lrFkWdD7vnwrTbQLk4SWOFxrSMOGPLJN9si
Qzn1ntQ/edit?usp=sharing 
  
::Demo:: 
https://youtu.be/YybN38YRs-E 
  
::Gallery:: 
https://youtu.be/W6iXzA4iM4I 

 
FInal Presentation Deck 
INTERACTIVE II A project by Daryl, Jessie, Yi Dan & Yi Xue 
docs.google.com 

Selfie apps these days like these:   Link https://home.bt.com/tech-gadgets/phones-
tablets/13-beau â€¦, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 

 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:15 PM  
Edited  
Selfie apps these days like these: 
  
https://home.bt.com/tech-gadgets/phones-tablets/13-beauty-apps-that-will-airbrush-
your-selfies-to-fake-perfection-11363999820234 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12lrFkWdD7vnwrTbQLk4SWOFxrSMOGPLJN9siQzn1ntQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12lrFkWdD7vnwrTbQLk4SWOFxrSMOGPLJN9siQzn1ntQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/YybN38YRs-E
https://youtu.be/W6iXzA4iM4I
https://home.bt.com/tech-gadgets/phones-tablets/13-beauty-apps-that-will-airbrush-your-selfies-to-fake-perfection-11363999820234
https://home.bt.com/tech-gadgets/phones-tablets/13-beauty-apps-that-will-airbrush-your-selfies-to-fake-perfection-11363999820234


 
12 beauty apps that will airbrush your selfies to fake perfection 
Dazzling teeth, sparkly eyes and porcelain skin look too good to be true? Thatâ€™s 
because they areâ€¦ 
home.bt.com 

Good observation, reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 
 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:16 PM  
Edited  
Good observation 

Link 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yYvO3m3TLmVhWJ5jSVwBJvdUBwh153ucnKn
YqjMWdt8/edit?usp=s â€¦, reply from #PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#. 

 

#PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#  
Sending... 5:16 PM  
Edited  
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yYvO3m3TLmVhWJ5jSVwBJvdUBwh153ucnKn
YqjMWdt8/edit?usp=sharing 

 
INTERACTIVE II FINAL SHOWCASE On The Idiosyncrasy of Time 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yYvO3m3TLmVhWJ5jSVwBJvdUBwh153ucnKnYqjMWdt8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yYvO3m3TLmVhWJ5jSVwBJvdUBwh153ucnKnYqjMWdt8/edit?usp=sharing


INTERACTIVE II FINAL SHOWCASE On The Idiosyncrasy of Time Praveen | Rui Hong | 
Eugene 
docs.google.com 

Video Link: Link https://vimeo.com/408755999 , reply from #PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#. 
#PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#  
Sending... 5:17 PM  
Edited  
Video Link: https://vimeo.com/408755999 

 
FinalShowcase 
This is "FinalShowcase" by Praveen Ramesh on Vimeo, the home for high quality videos 
and the people who love them. 
vimeo.com 

Have you consider "breaking" the edit. E.g, you paint lighten, and something else 
happens?, reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 

 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:19 PM  
Edited  
Have you consider "breaking" the edit. E.g, you paint lighten, and something else 
happens? 

There is an anthropologist who writes about "White Asians" or the desire by queer 
Asians to aspire t â€¦, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 

 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:21 PM  
Edited  
There is an anthropologist who writes about "White Asians" or the desire by queer 
Asians to aspire to be more fair like Koreans or Japanese: 

https://vimeo.com/408755999


  
http://anthro.ucsd.edu/people/faculty/faculty-profiles/dredge-kang.html 

here are the slides for your viewing pleasure, reply from #DARYL KIANG JUN#. 
 

#DARYL KIANG JUN#  
Sending... 5:22 PM  
Edited  
here are the slides for your viewing pleasure 
Facelapse_Final Presentation Deck.pdf 

The heat map comparisons might be the most interesting part of the project, reply from 
Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 

 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:22 PM  
Edited  
The heat map comparisons might be the most interesting part of the project 

yes nice idea, prof gray, reply from #TOH YI XUE#. 
 

#TOH YI XUE#  
Sending... 5:26 PM  
Edited  
yes nice idea, prof gray 

I think Prof. Gray's idea is a good one!, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:27 PM  
Edited  
I think Prof. Gray's idea is a good one! 

Instead of lightening the skin, you inadvertently darken the skin, for example.  Or you 
add wrinkles â€¦, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

http://anthro.ucsd.edu/people/faculty/faculty-profiles/dredge-kang.html


Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:28 PM  
Edited  
Instead of lightening the skin, you inadvertently darken the skin, for example.  Or you 
add wrinkles instead of smoothing the skin. 

Can you post the URL?, reply from Benjamin Alexander Slater. 
 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 5:29 PM  
Edited  
Can you post the URL? 

It's performing a bit slowly on my phone., reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:30 PM  
Edited  
It's performing a bit slowly on my phone. 

same here it takes awhile to load , reply from #PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#. 
 

#PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#  
Sending... 5:31 PM  
Edited  
same here it takes awhile to load  

Might be because theres a lot of people using it now sorry!!, reply from #SIM TZYY 
CHYN, NATALIE#. 

 

#SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#  
Sending... 5:31 PM  
Edited  
Might be because theres a lot of people using it now sorry!! 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



I suggest you guide us through and we look at the site later., reply from Kristy H.A. Kang 
(Asst Prof). 

 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:31 PM  
Edited  
I suggest you guide us through and we look at the site later. 

Me too., reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:35 PM  
Edited  
Me too. 

Link http://3.80.247.141:8888/ , reply from #TOH YI XUE#. 
 

#TOH YI XUE#  
Sending... 5:36 PM  
Edited  
http://3.80.247.141:8888/ 

I think it would be interesting to see if you could add an AI interpretation of an artwork 
among the â€¦, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 

 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:36 PM  
Edited  
I think it would be interesting to see if you could add an AI interpretation of an artwork 
among the comments. 

might hav crashed Sad , reply from #TOH YI XUE#. 
 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

http://3.80.247.141:8888/


#TOH YI XUE#  
Sending... 5:36 PM  
Edited  
might hav crashed  

Oh, okay we will check it again, reply from #TJOA WEI LIN#. 
 

#TJOA WEI LIN#  
Sending... 5:37 PM  
Edited  
Oh, okay we will check it again 

thanks Big smile , reply from #TJOA WEI LIN#. 
#TJOA WEI LIN#  
Sending... 5:37 PM  
Edited  
thanks  

at mention Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof) Sure, requires a lot of time and work, though. , 
reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 

 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:38 PM  
Edited  
Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof) 
Sure, requires a lot of time and work, though. 

Of course, but it's an idea...how to create a speculative prototype is possible to think 
through., reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 

 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:39 PM  
Edited  
Of course, but it's an idea...how to create a speculative prototype is possible to think 
through. 

at mention Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof) Plus steep learning curve. , reply from Dejan 
Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:39 PM  
Edited  
Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof) Plus steep learning curve. 

Speculative processes for making, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:40 PM  
Edited  
Speculative processes for making 

You can do this using Design Fiction methods., reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:41 PM  
Edited  
You can do this using Design Fiction methods. 

Thank you for the interesting suggestion! I recently read this article, its slightly similar! 
Link â€¦, reply from #SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#. 

 

#SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#  
Sending... 5:42 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

Thank you for the interesting suggestion! I recently read this article, its slightly similar! 
https://www.visualatelier8.com/art/narciss-artificial-intelligence-questions-human-self-
awareness 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

https://www.visualatelier8.com/art/narciss-artificial-intelligence-questions-human-self-awareness
https://www.visualatelier8.com/art/narciss-artificial-intelligence-questions-human-self-awareness


 
Narciss: Artificial Intelligence Questions Human Self-Awareness â€” Art  
The mystery of human brain has always fascinated scientists, artists and philosophers. 
Giving an explanation to what means consciousness is a struggling question until now. 
With the installation N... 
www.visualatelier8.com 

Who gets to judge what is "profound"?, reply from Benjamin Alexander Slater. 
 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 5:42 PM  
Edited  
Who gets to judge what is "profound"? 

Sylvia is very muffled on the mic, reply from Benjamin Alexander Slater. 
Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 5:44 PM  
Edited  
Sylvia is very muffled on the mic 

I like the idea that the actual artist's ideas are not included. Democratisation of art 
appreciation â€¦, reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 

 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:44 PM  
Edited  
I like the idea that the actual artist's ideas are not included. Democratisation of art 
appreciation. 



at mention Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)Ha ha, right! , reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc 
Prof). 

 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:45 PM  
Edited  
Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)Ha ha, right! 

Are we in Q& A?, reply from Benjamin Alexander Slater. 
 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 5:49 PM  
Edited  
Are we in Q& A? 

Yes, reply from #SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#. 
 

#SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#  
Sending... 5:49 PM  
Edited  
Yes 

Transcript from the Daniel Sloss's show Jigsaw, reply from #SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#. 
#SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#  
Sending... 5:50 PM  
Edited  
Transcript from the Daniel Sloss's show Jigsaw 

, Image, , reply from #SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#. 
#SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#  
Sending... 5:50 PM  
Edited  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



 

A nice book on this topic is But is it art? by Cynthia Freeland, reply from Gray 
Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 

 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:50 PM  
Edited  
A nice book on this topic is But is it art? by Cynthia Freeland 

A cartoon by Ad Reinhardt, What do YOU represent?!! Look it up online. I intentionally 
never mentio â€¦, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 

 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:50 PM  
Edited  
A cartoon by Ad Reinhardt, What do YOU represent?!! Look it up online. 
I intentionally never mentioned it to you in class. 

Thanks Gray!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:51 PM  
Edited  
Thanks Gray! 

One of Cynthia Freeland's point is that art does have meaning beyond the artist's intent. 
As all art â€¦, reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

https://as-prod.asyncgw.teams.microsoft.com/v1/objects/0-sa-d8-9dba71a3eaa917b0e0ceaddf96d5bd9b/views/imgo


 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:52 PM  
Edited  
One of Cynthia Freeland's point is that art does have meaning beyond the artist's intent. 
As all art is in a social context, whether the artists knows it or not. 

Yes Dejan. I agree, reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 
Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:54 PM  
Edited  
Yes Dejan. I agree 

Nice feedback from that person. This supports your main idea very well., reply from 
Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 
Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:58 PM  
Edited  

• 2  

Nice feedback from that person. This supports your main idea very well. 

Prof Slater's suggestion to change the title is a good one., reply from Kristy H.A. Kang 
(Asst Prof). 

 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 5:59 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

Prof Slater's suggestion to change the title is a good one. 

It may make the responses you get more aligned with your intent, reply from Kristy H.A. 
Kang (Asst Prof). 
Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  



Sending... 5:59 PM  
Edited  
It may make the responses you get more aligned with your intent 

It can as well be Untitled, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 5:59 PM  
Edited  

• 3  

It can as well be Untitled 

Link https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yzf4AHioHEyf7RDaw1lO6onD-
VA52ezKsyhGWtCXlG0/edit?usp=sh â€¦, reply from #AMANDA LEE PING PING#. 

 

#AMANDA LEE PING PING#  
Sending... 6:00 PM  
Edited  
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yzf4AHioHEyf7RDaw1lO6onD-
VA52ezKsyhGWtCXlG0/edit?usp=sharing 

 
(un)veil 
an exhibition 
docs.google.com 

^ this is the link to the slides!, reply from #AMANDA LEE PING PING#. 
#AMANDA LEE PING PING#  
Sending... 6:00 PM  
Edited  
^ this is the link to the slides! 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yzf4AHioHEyf7RDaw1lO6onD-VA52ezKsyhGWtCXlG0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yzf4AHioHEyf7RDaw1lO6onD-VA52ezKsyhGWtCXlG0/edit?usp=sharing


Clapping , reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 6:01 PM  
Edited  

 

Thank you to all Profs for your insightful comments! , reply from #SIM TZYY CHYN, 
NATALIE#. 

 

#SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#  
Sending... 6:01 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

Thank you to all Profs for your insightful comments!  

Thanks!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:01 PM  
Edited  
Thanks! 

OMG i want ur keychain, reply from #HO YI DAN#. 
 

#HO YI DAN#  
Sending... 6:11 PM  
Edited  
OMG i want ur keychain 

I have to have a couple of message plates! All winner's of course., reply from Dejan Grba 
(Vg Assoc Prof). 

 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



Sending... 6:11 PM  
Edited  
I have to have a couple of message plates! All winner's of course. 

Pls mail me or meet up at mrt , reply from #JESSIE MICHELLE TIONG XIANG YAN#. 
 

#JESSIE MICHELLE TIONG XIANG YAN#  
Sending... 6:11 PM  
Edited  
Pls mail me or meet up at mrt  

i want the error 404 , reply from #HO QINKAI, EUGENE#. 
 

#HO QINKAI, EUGENE#  
Sending... 6:11 PM  
Edited  
i want the error 404  

No meeting up guys! Safe distancing!, reply from Benjamin Alexander Slater. 
 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 6:12 PM  
Edited  
No meeting up guys! Safe distancing! 

thats an offense... meeting up is illegal maam, reply from #CHEAH RUI HONG#. 
 

#CHEAH RUI HONG#  
Sending... 6:12 PM  
Edited  
thats an offense... meeting up is illegal maam 

Send it by mail, then, ha ha!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:12 PM  
Edited  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



Send it by mail, then, ha ha! 

Or hide it somewere an provide the GPS coordinates. A layer aded by C-19, ha ha! , 
reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:13 PM  
Edited  
Or hide it somewere an provide the GPS coordinates. 
A layer aded by C-19, ha ha! 

somewhere in Singapore..., reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:14 PM  
Edited  
somewhere in Singapore... 

Kinda reminds me of: Link http://psychmuseum.uwgb.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/Milgram-Shock-1_edi â€¦, reply from Benjamin Alexander 
Slater. 

 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 6:15 PM  
Edited  
Kinda reminds me of: http://psychmuseum.uwgb.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/Milgram-Shock-1_edited.jpg 

Ha ha, or like the Microsoft Altair..., reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:16 PM  
Edited  

• 1  
• 1  

Ha ha, or like the Microsoft Altair... 

huat ah, reply from #JESSIE MICHELLE TIONG XIANG YAN#. 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

http://psychmuseum.uwgb.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Milgram-Shock-1_edited.jpg
http://psychmuseum.uwgb.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Milgram-Shock-1_edited.jpg


 

#JESSIE MICHELLE TIONG XIANG YAN#  
Sending... 6:17 PM  
Edited  
huat ah 

Yes , reply from #DARYL KIANG JUN#. 
 

#DARYL KIANG JUN#  
Sending... 6:19 PM  
Edited  

 

Hall of Shame is a fun idea., reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 6:19 PM  
Edited  

• 2  

Hall of Shame is a fun idea. 

Nice!, reply from #CHEAH RUI HONG#. 
 

#CHEAH RUI HONG#  
Sending... 6:20 PM  
Edited  
Nice! 

You guys almost managed to complete the physical setup. Impressive., reply from Dejan 
Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 

 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:22 PM  
Edited  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



You guys almost managed to complete the physical setup. Impressive. 

Reminds me of the electrocution game at the Nam Jun Paik museum. It's a game of 
chicken where two pl â€¦, reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 

 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:22 PM  
Edited  

• 3  

Reminds me of the electrocution game at the Nam Jun Paik museum. It's a game of 
chicken where two players electrocute each other. Similar "Russian roulette" idea. Very 
scary to play.  

Perhaps there can be a bit more gameplay - so we feel we "played" it as opposed to 
switching one thi â€¦, reply from Benjamin Alexander Slater. 

 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 6:24 PM  
Edited  

• 2  

Perhaps there can be a bit more gameplay - so we feel we "played" it as opposed to 
switching one thing? 

Great observation ,leading to gambling addiction!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc 
Prof). 

 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:28 PM  
Edited  

• 2  

Great observation ,leading to gambling addiction! 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



I'm logging off now folks. Thanks so much for sharing your projects! Very stimulating! , 
reply from Benjamin Alexander Slater. 

 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 6:29 PM  
Edited  
I'm logging off now folks. Thanks so much for sharing your projects! Very stimulating!  

Thank you!, reply from #LOH WAN HUI#. 
 

#LOH WAN HUI#  
Sending... 6:29 PM  
Edited  
Thank you! 

I have to head out too., reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 6:29 PM  
Edited  
I have to head out too. 

I'm going to eat dinner with my family!, reply from Benjamin Alexander Slater. 
 

Benjamin Alexander Slater  
Sending... 6:29 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

I'm going to eat dinner with my family! 

Me too!, reply from #JESSIE MICHELLE TIONG XIANG YAN#. 



 

#JESSIE MICHELLE TIONG XIANG YAN#  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  

• 2  
• 1  

Me too! 

And I have a meeting to attend., reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
And I have a meeting to attend. 

thanks ben, reply from #TOH YI XUE#. 
 

#TOH YI XUE#  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
thanks ben 

Thank you profs!, reply from #CHEAH RUI HONG#. 
 

#CHEAH RUI HONG#  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
Thank you profs! 

Good job everyone!, reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

Good job everyone! 

thx kristy, reply from #TOH YI XUE#. 
 

#TOH YI XUE#  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
thx kristy 

Thank you!!, reply from #CHAI MEI SHAN#. 
 

#CHAI MEI SHAN#  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
Thank you!! 

Enjoyed your projects., reply from Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof). 
 

Kristy H.A. Kang (Asst Prof)  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
Enjoyed your projects. 

Thank you for the feedback Smiley , reply from #JESSIE MICHELLE TIONG XIANG YAN#. 
 

#JESSIE MICHELLE TIONG XIANG YAN#  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
Thank you for the feedback  

thanks for the insights! , reply from #PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#. 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



 

#PRAVEEN S/O RAMESH#  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
thanks for the insights!  

Thank you profs!!, reply from #TJOA WEI LIN#. 
 

#TJOA WEI LIN#  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
Thank you profs!! 

Thank you!!, reply from #AMANDA LEE PING PING#. 
 

#AMANDA LEE PING PING#  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
Thank you!! 

Thank yo Kristy and Ben!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:30 PM  
Edited  
Thank yo Kristy and Ben! 

Much appreciated Smiley , reply from #SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#. 
 

#SIM TZYY CHYN, NATALIE#  
Sending... 6:31 PM  
Edited  
Much appreciated  

you, yo!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



Sending... 6:31 PM  
Edited  
you, yo! 

thank you for the valuable opinions!, reply from #CHEUK YAN WA#. 
 

#CHEUK YAN WA#  
Sending... 6:31 PM  
Edited  
thank you for the valuable opinions! 

Here is the link to our slides (Emma, Mei Shan, Wan Hui, Yee Teng): Link 
https://docs.google.com/pr â€¦, reply from #LOH WAN HUI#. 

 

#LOH WAN HUI#  
Sending... 6:31 PM  
Edited  
Here is the link to our slides (Emma, Mei Shan, Wan Hui, Yee Teng): 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1j0p2hqFwdH5E_z9OAWwHqAq9NRnmiWru9J
vS5cpaeCY/edit?usp=sharing 

 
IM PROJECT SHOWCASE 
Flick to Win Emma, MeiShan, Wan Hui, Yee Teng Hey guys, this is our showcase for our 
IM2 project. 
docs.google.com 

Thanks!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1j0p2hqFwdH5E_z9OAWwHqAq9NRnmiWru9JvS5cpaeCY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1j0p2hqFwdH5E_z9OAWwHqAq9NRnmiWru9JvS5cpaeCY/edit?usp=sharing


Sending... 6:33 PM  
Edited  
Thanks! 

Dont forget the keychains! The circuitbreaker will end some time. , reply from Dejan 
Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:34 PM  
Edited  

• 2  

Dont forget the keychains! 
The circuitbreaker will end some time. 

Good work, almost the complete setup is done!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:45 PM  
Edited  
Good work, almost the complete setup is done! 

Link to presentation, please., reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:49 PM  
Edited  
Link to presentation, please. 

Link https://entuedu-
my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/a180079_e_ntu_edu_sg/Ef8AGSiQRh1Eg1fZ_7P3OTYB
l â€¦, reply from #CHING SZE WEE#. 

 

#CHING SZE WEE#  
Sending... 6:50 PM  
Edited  
https://entuedu-
my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/a180079_e_ntu_edu_sg/Ef8AGSiQRh1Eg1fZ_7P3OTYBl
cP5WnLUMRNnaJCHg0jh5A?e=sYNmcf 

^ link to presentation, reply from #CHING SZE WEE#. 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

https://entuedu-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/a180079_e_ntu_edu_sg/Ef8AGSiQRh1Eg1fZ_7P3OTYBlcP5WnLUMRNnaJCHg0jh5A?e=sYNmcf
https://entuedu-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/a180079_e_ntu_edu_sg/Ef8AGSiQRh1Eg1fZ_7P3OTYBlcP5WnLUMRNnaJCHg0jh5A?e=sYNmcf
https://entuedu-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/a180079_e_ntu_edu_sg/Ef8AGSiQRh1Eg1fZ_7P3OTYBlcP5WnLUMRNnaJCHg0jh5A?e=sYNmcf


#CHING SZE WEE#  
Sending... 6:50 PM  
Edited  
^ link to presentation 

Thanks., reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:51 PM  
Edited  
Thanks. 

Thank you!, reply from #HOW YEE TENG#. 
 

#HOW YEE TENG#  
Sending... 6:53 PM  
Edited  
Thank you! 

Good work guys., reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 
 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:53 PM  
Edited  
Good work guys. 

... everyone is leaving ...., reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 
Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:53 PM  
Edited  
... everyone is leaving .... 

Thank you to all the profs and their feedbacks!, reply from #LOH WAN HUI#. 
 

#LOH WAN HUI#  
Sending... 6:53 PM  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



Edited  
Thank you to all the profs and their feedbacks! 

Welcome!, reply from Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof). 
 

Gray Hodgkinson (Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:54 PM  
Edited  

• 3  

Welcome! 

Thank you profs!! , reply from #AMANDA LEE PING PING#. 
 

#AMANDA LEE PING PING#  
Sending... 6:54 PM  
Edited  
Thank you profs!!  

Thank you so much for all the feedback!, reply from #TJOA WEI LIN#. 
 

#TJOA WEI LIN#  
Sending... 6:54 PM  
Edited  
Thank you so much for all the feedback! 

Thank you and take care everyone Smiley , reply from #GOH HUI MEI JASMINE#. 
 

#GOH HUI MEI JASMINE#  
Sending... 6:54 PM  
Edited  
Thank you and take care everyone  

Uh oh..., reply from #CHEAH RUI HONG#. 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



 

#CHEAH RUI HONG#  
Sending... 6:55 PM  
Edited  
Uh oh... 

thank you prof!, reply from #HO QINKAI, EUGENE#. 
 

#HO QINKAI, EUGENE#  
Sending... 6:55 PM  
Edited  
thank you prof! 

Thank you!, reply from #HO YI DAN#. 
 

#HO YI DAN#  
Sending... 6:56 PM  
Edited  
Thank you! 

Big smile , reply from #LOH WAN HUI#. 
 

#LOH WAN HUI#  
Sending... 6:56 PM  
Edited  

• 1  

 

:D, reply from #TJOA WEI LIN#. 
 

#TJOA WEI LIN#  
Sending... 6:56 PM  
Edited  
:D 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



You guys can try our machine and get your own keychains after this ends hahahaha, 
reply from #HOW YEE TENG#. 

 

#HOW YEE TENG#  
Sending... 6:57 PM  
Edited  
You guys can try our machine and get your own keychains after this ends hahahaha 

Ha!, reply from Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof). 
 

Dejan Grba (Vg Assoc Prof)  
Sending... 6:57 PM  
Edited  
Ha! 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.


